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Determining Optimum Tilt Angles of Photovoltaic Panels by Using Artificial Neural
Networks in Turkey
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Abstract: Sun is the most important energy source of the world. To make use of this energy source effectively, the sun’s angle of incidence to earth must be known. The
angle, however, between rotation axis and orbital plane of the world is not constant and it changes continuously. Depending on this change, the incidence angle of sun
beams also change. For purpose of increasing the light amount falling on solar panels, light beams must be adjusted according to their angles of incidence. The difference
of this study from the studies in literature realized to determine the optimum tilt angle by means of mathematical methods is the determination of optimum tilt angles with
artificial neural networks. In the study, not each province within boundaries of Turkey but the whole country as a system was introduced to the artificial neural network.
Thanks to this, monthly optimum tilt angle of the system to be installed in any place within boundaries of Turkey was determined by the artificial neural network. The installed
solar panels were adjusted according to this optimum tilt angle. Thanks to this, it was ensured to be obtained maximum output from solar panels. Mounting of the system
according to an angle as predicted by artificial neural network has caused 34% increase in energy amount obtained from fixed solar panel systems. Consequently, in this
study, in prediction of optimum tilt angle of fixed solar panels, in what extent the artificial neural networks are successful were observed. It was determined that correct results
have been obtained in respect of both economy and utilization.
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INTRODUCTION

In recent years, concern on renewable energy and
especially on solar energy has increased because of
damages of fossil fuels on environment and depletion of
such energy sources every passing day [1, 2]. Sun is the
most important energy source of the world. Sun energy,
being an environmentally clean source, is an alternative to
fossil fuels. Solar irradiation energy falling on earth every
year is about 160 times of fossil fuel potential determined
until today. Besides, it is 15.000 times more than the
energy to be generated by fossil, nuclear and hydroelectric
power plants on earth. The main problem here is to
transform it to available energy form in conformity to
human activities and make use of it most efficiently [3].
In generation of electric energy, combustion of fossil
fuels like coal is mostly used. But, combustion of fossil
fuels causes wastes like carbon dioxide, ash, etc. Such
wastes have many negative effects on environment.
Photovoltaic cells are one of the primary energy generation
options that do not create environment polluting effect [4].
Turkey, locating in the north hemisphere, is a country
having a very good sunshine duration, in respect to her
mathematical location on world. According to recent
studies, our country has 1100 kWh solar energy potential
per year/m2. In this respect, solar energy is an important
alternative energy source for our country [5, 6]. The other
factors that increase attractiveness of solar energy as an
alternative energy source are high reliability of solar cells,
their steady performances and fuel cost. In contrary to
many advantages of solar energy use, it has disadvantages
such as high installation costs and paying for itself in a long
time.
Using of solar energy as an alternative energy to meet
the increasing energy need of world must be extended.
Besides, efficiency of solar cells must be increased. Today,
a normal size solar cell can only be efficient for small
powered commercial devices (calculators and toys). For
devices requiring bigger electric power, bigger sized solar
panels are needed. But, their big sizes create problems in
practice. It is more logical to increase efficiency of each
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solar cell instead of increasing the size of panel [7].
Efficiency of solar cell depends on efficiency of cell and
irradiation intensity on cell.
The difference of this study from the studies realized
with mathematical methods is using of artificial neural
networks in determination of optimum tilt angles. In the
study, 7 cities of which optimum tilt angles previously
measured were used. With data of these 7 cities, the
artificial neural network was trained for forecasting of
optimum tilt angle. Then, data for Eskişehir city were used
to test ANN. In other words, optimum tilt angle of
Eskişehir city that was not used in network training was
estimated by ANN. It was observed that the values
predicted by artificial neural network and values obtained
as a result of long measurements were the same.
1.1 Criteria Used in Determination of Tilt Angle of Solar
Panels
Materials used in generation of solar cells are one of
the primary factors that limit efficiency of cell. This makes
increasing of efficiency difficult and for this reason; it
limits the whole performance of cell. On the other hand,
increasing the irradiation amount falling on cell is an easier
method. Especially, energy generation capacity of solar
panels yearly decreases with stable positioning of them. [89]. In Fig. 1 below, a solar panel of which tilt angle has
been changed manually is seen. Thanks to adjustable foot
connected to the solar panel, angle of this solar panel can
be changed in any desired value.
In this study, the purpose is to increase energy
generation capacities of solar panels. Accordingly, it is
aimed to maximize energy amount to be obtained by
adjusting solar panel angles in definite intervals yearly. To
obtain maximum efficiency yearly from solar panels to be
installed in a region located in the north hemisphere,
optimum tilt angle βopt of panel is equal to latitude (Φ) of
that place. To obtain maximum efficiency in winter season,
optimum tilt angle is βopt = Φ – 15 and to obtain maximum
efficiency in summer season, optimum tilt angle is βopt = Φ
+ 15 [10, 11].
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regions located within boundaries of Turkey [18] or nearby
regions [19].
1.2 Overview of Artificial Neural Networks

Figure 1 Solar panel with adjustable tilt angle

Here, the reason of numeric values added in latitude in
determination of optimum tilt angle (βopt) is the Zenit angle.
This angle increases in winter months and decreases in
summer months for the north hemisphere. The most
important factor to be paid attention to in installation of
solar panels is using purpose of the system. For instance, if
the system will be installed for a seasonal work to be
operated in maximum efficiency in any month yearly, tilt
angle must be calculated according to that month. In the
event that the system deviates ±15° from its ideal position
in installation phase, energy losses occur. Solar panels are
installed in a manner they will have tilt angles that change
depending on geographical location of region they are used
in. Monthly, seasonal and annual optimum values of this
tilt angle for different cities were calculated. As there is a
great difference between summer and winter values, it will
be advantageous to use tilt angle values that change
depending on months instead of annual or seasonal average
values. By adjusting these, tilt angles manually within
every month, more efficient operation of solar panel will
be ensured [12-13-24]. Below, a current graphic generated
by a mono crystalline solar cell at 21 °C temperature, under
2000 lumen light intensity, maximum 3.6 volt output
power and maximum 60 A current consumption in various
light incidence angles is given (Fig. 2).

ANN is an algorithm that learns, decides and extracts
results like our brain processes. At the same time, they can
reach the result by using the obtained data in case of
insufficient data. The neurons in the ANN are complex
systems that are interconnected by different connection
geometries, as in biological neurons. These systems try to
solve the problems which cannot be solved in a classical
way by taking the working system of brain. A simple
artificial neuron is a computation element with one or more
scalar inputs and an output. Fig. 3 shows a neuron model
with multiple inputs.

Figure 3 General principle schema of an ANN

The transfer function can be linear or non-linear
differentiable function. The mathematical expression of the
above model is as in Eq. (1).
R

=
a f ∑ wi Pi + b
i =1

(1)

where: P - scalar value of the input neuron; w - the value
of the weight between the P and the neuron; b - the bias
value of the neuron; f - transfer function; a - the output of
the neuron; R - the number of elements in input vector.
In this study, a multi-layer feedback ANN model has
been used. The block diagram of the feedback multi-layer
perceptron (multi-layer perceptron - MLP) is given in Fig.
4 [20, 21].
Figure 2 Current voltage graphic of a mono crystalline solar cell depending on a
light incidence angle

As it can be understood from this graphic, in moment
the incidence angle of solar beams is right (900), the
current value generated by mono crystalline solar cell is
maximum.
With summer month or winter month maximum
efficiency indexed formulas referred to in ref. [10, 11], it is
not possible to calculate the optimum tilt angle in any place
and in any month clearly. However, with more complex
mathematical calculations, optimum tilt angle can be
calculated. There exist many international mathematical
studies realized related to determination of optimum tilt
angle [15-16-17]. Some of these studies are made in
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Figure 4 Block diagram for feedback network

ANN is widely used for the solution of non-linear
problems. If ANN is not used, analytical computer codes
and algorithms are required. Therefore, high-performance
computers and sufficient time are needed to obtain and run
these algorithms. By using ANN, you can obtain the
important information needed from the existing database
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[22]. In addition, the ANNs are also able to process noisy
and missing data and that means they have a high fault
tolerance.
Studies related to ANN started at the beginning of the
20th century and quickly developed and reached its present
position [23]. In recent years, it has been successfully used
in many areas such as electrical, electronics, chemistry,
production, robotics, material science [24-26], economics
[27], physical metallurgy, automotive, defence and
telecommunications [28].
1.3 Solar Energy Potential and Irradiation Values of Turkey
It was determined that annual average sunshine
duration of Turkey, having high solar energy potential
because of its geographical location, is 2.640 hours (daily
total 7.2 hours) and average total irradiation intensity is
1.311 kWh/m²-year (daily total 3.6 kWh/m²). Solar energy
potential of Turkey is 380 milliards kWh/year. It was
calculated that Turkey could generate 380 milliards
kWh/year energy with Solar Energy Potential Atlas and

CSP technology. In our country, the amount of installed
solar collector is about 12 million m2, technical solar
energy potential is 76 TEP (ton equal value petroleum) and
annual generation volume is 750.000 m2 and some amount
of this generation is exported. This amount of use means
that 0.15 m2 of solar collector is being used per person.
Annual generation of heat energy from solar energy is
about 420.000 TEP. In recent situation, our country is a
considerable solar collector generator and user in the
world. Total installed powers of solar cells used for
researches and to meet energy needs of small powered
plants in Turkey have reached 1 MW [29]. The mean
values of general irradiation in Turkey were calculated
according to the information got from the Meteorology
General Directorate and maps were established. Besides,
"solar energy potential atlas" was established by the
Electrical Power Resources Survey and Development
Administration of Turkey. The solar energy potential atlas
of Turkey is given in Fig. 5. [30].

Figure 5 Global irradiation and solar electricity potential of Turkey (kWh/m2 - year) [31].

Figure 6 Locations of 7 cities used in ANN training (red points) and cities to be used for testing of ANN model (blue points) in geography of Turkey

Cerographical location and coordinates of a place
effect incidence angle of solar beams. Besides, seasons and
months of lived by that place also have an effect on
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incidence angle of solar beams. Additionally, sunshine
durations and day lengths determine which period the place
is in. In training of ANN model established according to
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these data, data of previously determined 7 cities were
used. These previously determined 7 cities are stated with
red points and numbered from 1 to 7 in Fig. 6 below.
Longitude and altitude coordinates of Turkey and 7
cities were used as input data in ANN training. In the study,
the reason for using of longitude and altitude coordinates
of Turkey, besides longitude and altitude data of cities, is
to determine limits of study. In other words, the purpose is
to introduce the country to ANN as a system and have
monthly optimum tilt angle that belongs to any place
within boundaries of Turkey made predictable by artificial
neural network to be trained.
Additionally, months numbered from 1 to 12 and
average sunshine durations (hour) by months of 7 cities in
Turkey were used as input date in ANN training. To prove
the relation between monthly sunshine durations of Turkey
and 7 cities and optimum tilt angle, multi-variable
regression analysis was made by means of PASW Statistics
18 program and colleration coefficient was found as 0.953.
Monthly optimum tilt angles for 7 cities shown with
red colour in Fig. 6 were used as target value of established
ANN Data for 8 No Eskişehir shown with blue colour in

Fig. 6 were not used in network training. Optimum tilt
angle of Eskişehir province represented with blue point
was determined before with conventional methods and as
a result of measurements lasted for months [33]. For testing
the success of established artificial neural network in tilt
angle prediction, optimum tilt angle of Eskişehir was
predicted by ANN at the end of the study.
2

ANN APPLICATION FOR SOLAR ANGLE PREDICTION

Various mathematical methods have been used for
utilization of fixed solar panels in the most efficient
manner throughout the year. [31, 32]. In this study, for
prediction of optimum tilt angle values that belong to fixed
solar panel to be installed in any place within boundaries
of Turkey, a feed forward artificial neural network model
was used. For making any prediction with artificial neural
networks, first of all, the network to be established must be
trained. Variables used in training of artificial neural
network are input and output values. In this study,
multilayer artificial neural network was used (Fig. 7).

Figure 7 Structure of the established artificial neural network
Table 1 The number of input and output values of the network
Code
Input Variable
Total
X1
Number of months
12
X2
Monthly sunshine duration in Turkey
12
X3
Monthly sunshine duration of provinces
84
X4
Turkey’s latitude degree
2
X5
Turkey’s longitude degree
2
X6
Provinces’s latitude degrees
7
X7
Provinces’s l longitude degrees
7
Code
Output Variable
Total
Y1
Optimum tilt angle
84
Table 2 The input and output variables used in the model construction.
Data used in ANN mode
Code
Input Variable
Maximum Minimum
X1 Number of months
12
1
X2 Monthly sunshine durationin Turkey
11,31
3,75
Monthly sunshine duration of
X3
12,42
2,96
provinces
X4 Turkey’s latitude degree
42
36
X5 Turkey’s longitu dedegree
45
26
X6 Provinces’s latitude degrees
42
36,48
X7 Provinces’s l longitude degrees
39,14
27,09
Y1 Optimum tilt angle
65,1
13,4
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As it is seen in Fig. 7, input variables of established
network consist of 7 components and output values consist
of 1 component. The input and output variables of network
and their values in number are given inTab. 1.
As it is seen in Tab. 1, for training of the established
artificial neural network, 126 input variables and 84 output
variables - total 210 variables - were used. Maximum and
minimum values of 7 input groups and 1 output group used
in network training are given in Tab. 2.
Weight and target data are subjected to some preprocess before the ANN training. This pre-process is
defined as normalization and the aim of this pre-process is
to improve the performance of ANN. In this way, ANN can
work with more efficiency. Since raw weight and target
values cannot be used directly in ANN training, the
normalization process must be applied to these raw data.
The data used for ANN training pass through threshold
functions in their transition between layers. The change
interval of the outputs of these functions is [−1, 1] or [0, 1].
Therefore, raw data should be taken to these intervals in
order to be used in education. In other words, the
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information region is in the range of 0 and 1 in most
applications.
In this study, Max-Min method is used as
normalization method. Here, maximum represents the
highest value and minimum represents the lowest value of
data. The following equation is used for normalization.
x' =

xi − xmin
xmax − xmin

(2)

reviewed [16]. In this study, feed-forward ANN model that
is different from other works was developed to estimate the
optimum tilt angle. Input-output variables, the number, and
quality of these variables are different from other studies.
Moreover, the ANN model used in the study has different
topology according to the ANN models in the literature.
In this study, in prediction of optimum tilt angle, ANN
was used instead of tiring and time consuming processes.

where: x' - normalized data; xi - input values; xmax - highest
input value; xmin - lowest input value.
In training of ANN, normalized data has been used
(Tab. 3). After estimation, the actual values were obtained
by inverse transformation. In this study, LevenbergMarquardt (LM) algorithm was used as the training
algorithm for ANN education. This algorithm was
preferred because it accelerated and improved the training
of ANN.
Table 3 The normalized input variables used in the model construction
Data used in ANN model
Input Variable
Maximum Minimum
X1 Number of months
0,25
0
Monthly sunshine duration in
X2
Turkey
0,234318
0,0625
Monthly sunshine duration of
X3
provinces
0,259545
0,044545
X4 Turkey’slatitude degree
0,931818
0,795455
X5 Turkey’s longitude degree
1
0,568182
X6 Provinces’s latitude degrees
0,931818
0,806364
X7 Provinces’s l longitude degrees
0,866818
0,592955
Y1 Optimum tilt angle
0,25
0

Code

3

COMPARISON OF ANN METHOD WITH OTHER
METHODS IN PREDICTION OF TILT ANGLE

It is not possible to calculate optimum tilt angle in any
place and in any month clearly according to formulas [10,
11] suggested in conventional calculating methods.
However, with more complex mathematical calculations,
optimum tilt angle can be calculated [15-16-17] or by
setting up some mechanisms and supporting such
mechanisms with various computer programs, and with
daily measurements for each month in every city, it is
possible to determine monthly average optimum tilt angle
[33]. However, this is an expensive, tiring and time
consuming process.
Mehleri has used two modelling methods to calculate
optimum tilt angle. These are standard multiple linear
regression (MLR) and the radial-basis function neural
network architecture [34]. Chang has made a study to
obtain maximum output power in PV modules. In
Mehleri’s study, sequential neural-network approximation
and orthogonal arrays (SNAOA) were used to determine
the optimum tilt angle [35]. Notton developed three ANN
models in order to determine the optimum tilt angle and
estimated the hourly global radiation on the tilted plane
with these models [36]. Celik used generalized regression
neural networks (GRNN) to estimate solar radiation on the
tilted plane [37]. Chatterjee used ANN model which has 14
inputs to predict optimum tilt and total irradiance in PV
modules [38]. In Yadav's study, optimum solar panel tilt
angle methods using different optimization techniques are
600

Figure 8 Annual optimum tilt angle graphic for Eskişehir city

For this purpose, optimum tilt angles of 7 cities were
determined previously and so established artificial neural
network was trained. Eskişehir represented with blue point
in Figure 6 was used for test purpose and data of that city
were not used in ANN training. Optimum tilt angle of
Eskişehir was determined as 400 as a result of
measurements realized with conventional methods that
lasted 1 year. [33]. Then, optimum tilt angle value of
Eskişehir was determined with artificial neural network
prediction and found as 40.130. Besides, annual optimum
tilt angle graphic for Eskişehir city was obtained by
established artificial neural network as seen in Fig. 8
below.

Figure 9 Annual power distribution percentages of monthly adjusted (blue
bands) and constant angle (red bands) panels according to angles predicted by
ANN

In the study, a 12-month energy percentage graphic
obtained from solar panel adjusted according to monthly
average optimum tilt angles as predicted by artificial neural
Technical Gazette 26, 3(2019), 596-602
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network was prepared. These percentages are shown in
blue bands in Fig. 9. Besides, a 12-month energy
percentage graphic obtained from solar panel as adapted
according to maximum efficiency in summer season was
prepared. These percentages are shown in red bands in Fig.
9. At the end of the study, the system installed summerfocus and the system adjusted manually every month
according to ANN prediction were compared. As a result
of the comparison, it was observed that the solar panel
systems adjusted every month are 34% more efficient than
the solar panel systems adjusted according to a fixed angle
yearly, according to values predicted by artificial neural
networks.
When mounting of 1 kW PV (Photovoltaic) system
was made according to conventional calculating methods
in adapted manner [10, 11], annual total 2190 (kW/year)
electric energy was obtained. However, when optimum tilt
angle was predicted by artificial neural network for each
month and solar panel was adjusted according to this angle
value monthly, it was observed the obtained electric energy
value reached the value of 2950 kW/year.
4

CONCLUSION

In this study, importance of solar energy systems and
advantages of using of artificial neural networks in
determination of optimum tilt angle of fixed solar panels
during and after mounting of panels are discussed.
Accordingly, an artificial neural network for prediction of
optimum tilt angle was established. By using this
established artificial neural network, the predicted
optimum tilt angle values and actual angle values were
compared. In designing phase of solar energy systems,
various computer programs and mathematical calculating
methods were used in determination of optimum tilt angle
and it was observed that artificial neural networks provided
feedback quickly and in a short time. Consequently, it was
proved that artificial neural networks are rather successful
in determination of optimum tilt angles of fixed solar
panels. It was proved that the solar panels adjusted
according to value predicted by ANN are 34% more
efficient than the solar panels installed according to
conventional calculating methods.
5
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